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Abstract

Accurate simulation of viscous fluid flows with deforming droplets
creates a number of challenges. This thesis identifies these principal
challenges and develops a numerical methodology to overcome them.
Two-dimensional viscosity-dominated fluid flows are exclusively con-
sidered in this work. Such flows find many applications, for example,
within the large and growing field of microfluidics; accurate numerical
simulation is of paramount importance for understanding and exploit-
ing them.

A boundary integral method is presented which enables the simu-
lation of droplets and solids with a very high fidelity. The novelty of
this method is in its ability to accurately handle close interactions of
drops, and of drops and solid boundaries, including boundaries with
sharp corners. The boundary integral method is coupled with a spec-
tral method to solve a PDE for the time-dependent concentration of
surfactants on each of the droplet interfaces. Surfactants are molecules
that change the surface tension and are therefore highly influential in
the types of flow problems which are considered herein.

A method’s usefulness is not dictated by accuracy alone. It is also
necessary that the proposed method is computationally efficient. To
this end, the spectral Ewald method has been adapted and applied.
This yields solutions with computational cost O(N logN), instead of
O(N2), for N source and target points.

Together, these innovations form a highly accurate, computation-
ally efficient means of dealing with complex flow problems. A the-
oretical validation procedure has been developed which confirms the
accuracy of the method.
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Sammanfattning

Att noggrant simulera viskösa flöden med deformerande droppar
medför flera utmaningar. Denna avhandling identifierar de viktigaste
utmaningarna och utvecklar numeriska metoder för att övervinna dem.
Visköst dominerade tvådimensionella flöden studeras. Sådana flöden
har många tillämpningar till exempel inom mikrofluidik och noggrann
beräkning är av största vikt för att förstå och utnyttja dem.

En randintegralsmetod som möjliggör simulering av droppar och
fasta ränder med en mycket hög noggrannhet presenteras. Metoden
särskiljer sig från andra genom dess förmåga att hantera nära samspel
mellan droppar och förekomst av hörn på de fasta ränderna. Randin-
tegralsmetoden är kopplad till en spektral metod som möjliggör inklu-
derandet av surfaktanter i flödesproblemet. Surfaktanter är molekyler
som förändrar ytspänningen och de är därför betydelsefulla för de typer
av flödesproblem som beaktas här.

En metods användbarhet bestäms inte endast av dess noggrannhet.
Det är också nödvändigt att den föreslagna metoden är effektiv. För
detta ändamål har metoden spektral Ewald anpassats och tillämpats.
Detta ger lösningar med beräkningskostnaden O(N logN) istället för
O(N2), där N är antalet diskreta punkter i systemet.

Tillsammans utgör dessa innovationer ett mycket noggrant, be-
räkningseffektivt sätt att hantera komplexa flödesproblem. Ett teo-
retiskt valideringsförfarande har utvecklats som bekräftar metodens
noggrannhet.



Preface

This thesis is divided into two parts: Part I provides an introduction to the
topics of the thesis and summarises the work. Part II consists of four papers
(I-IV) and a conference proceeding (V).

• Paper I presents a boundary integral method to accurately simulate
surfactant-covered droplets deforming in 2D Stokes flow. It contains
new error estimates for the nearly singular quadrature and novel vali-
dation algorithms stemming from conformal mapping theory. SP con-
tributed to the ideas and methods, did the derivations, implemented
the method, performed the numerical computations and wrote the
manuscript.

• Paper II modifies the boundary integral formulation of Paper I to in-
clude solid particles and channel walls, as well as periodic problems. It
contains a new Ewald decomposition for the stresslet in 2D and derives
truncation error estimates for the Ewald sums. SP contributed to the
ideas, methods and implementations, derived the Ewald decomposi-
tions and truncation estimates, performed the numerical computations
and wrote the manuscript.

• Paper III extends the method of Paper II to handle solids objects
with Lipschitz boundaries. SP contributed to the ideas, methods and
implementations, and wrote part of the manuscript.

• Paper IV revisits periodicity and Ewald decompositions, but in this
case for the modified Bessel functions of the second kind of zeroth
and first degrees. SP contributed to the ideas and methods, did the
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implementations, performed the derivations and the numerical com-
putations and wrote the manuscript.

• Paper V is a peer-reviewed conference proceeding detailing the time-
stepping constraints of the method presented in Paper I. SP con-
tributed to the ideas, methods and implementations, performed the
numerical computations in 2D and wrote the manuscript.

The included papers are:

Paper I

S. Pålsson, M. Siegel and A.-K. Tornberg. Simulation and validation of
surfactant-laden drops in two-dimensional Stokes flow. Journal of Compu-
tational Physics, vol. 386, pp. 218–247, 2019.

Paper II

S. Pålsson and A.-K. Tornberg. An integral equation method for closely in-
teracting surfactant-covered droplets in wall-confined Stokes flow. Preprint,
arXiv:1909.12581 [math.NA], 2019. Submitted.

Paper III

L. Bystricky, S. Pålsson and A.-K. Tornberg. An accurate integral equa-
tion method for Stokes flow with piecewise smooth boundaries. Preprint,
arXiv:1911.05003 [math.NA], 2019. Submitted.

Paper IV

S. Pålsson and A.-K. Tornberg. Spectrally accurate Ewald summation
for the Yukawa potential in two dimensions. Preprint, arXiv:1911.04875
[math.NA], 2019.

Paper V

S. Pålsson, C. Sorgentone and A.-K. Tornberg. Adaptive time-stepping for
surfactant-laden drops. The Eleventh UK Conference on Boundary Integral
Methods (UKBIM11), pp. 161–170, 2017.
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1 Introduction

This thesis details the development of a numerical toolbox for the simulation
of fluid flows in which viscous forces are dominant. The primary objective
is to develop numerical methods that are both computationally efficient and
accurate.

Fluid flows in which viscous forces dominate are typically called Stokes
flows. Formally, this is defined as the case when the Reynolds number
(Re), the ratio of inertial to viscous forces, tends to zero. A small Re can
occur in a number of different ways: either the dynamic viscosity is high,
the characteristic length scale is small or the fluid velocity is small. Stokes
flows are found in nature, for example lava flow and biological fluid flows,
as well as in man-made devices. Efficient and accurate simulations of such
flows are essential to improving our understanding and enabling them to be
harnessed.

Microfluidics is a branch of fluid mechanics concerning fluid flows which
are in the Stokes regime by virtue of small length scale. Common microflu-
idic applications require the treatment of multiphase flows and/or immisci-
ble fluids. DNA analysis and protein crystallisation are just two examples
where microscopic droplets are of use [10]. Consequently, any numerical
method must be capable of handling moving fluid interfaces (e.g. droplets).
A boundary integral equation (BIE) method has this capability whilst also
maintaining high accuracy at a low computational cost and it is the method
of choice in this thesis.

A boundary integral equation representation of the specific problem (in
this case the Stokes equations) reduces the dependancy of the solution to
its boundaries alone, i.e. the solution in the entire domain can be found
by treating only the external boundaries and any fluid interfaces within it.

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Hence a BIE method requires fewer degrees of freedom than an immersed
boundary method, for example. Another advantage is the removal of the
need to accurately discretise a domain in a non-stationary geometry. It can
therefore be highly efficient whilst inherently facilitating accurate tracking
of the boundaries.

1a

1b

2 3

5
6

4

Figure 1.1: Schematic of important aspects of the fluids problem.

Figure 1.1 shows a generic fluid domain highlighting several features
which are relevant to the types of fluid problems considered in this thesis.
The numerical method must be capable of dealing with these features in
order to be suitable. Whilst these features represent a challenge for any nu-
merical method, the following description relates specifically to those facing
a BIE method. Referring to the numbers in Figure 1.1:

1. a) Immovable solid objects either partially enclosing or completely
within the fluid.

b) Droplet interfaces that may move and deform with time.

A BIE method exclusively utilises the discretisation of the boundaries
to yield a solution. Therefore the accuracy of the solution strongly
depends on this representation.

2. Closely interacting boundaries and interfaces.

Resolving close interactions to high accuracy is a challenge for every
numerical method. In a boundary integral formulation, when the dis-
tance between two boundaries/interfaces approaches (but is not equal
to) zero, the resulting integrals require an increasing number of points
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to be accurately resolved. The BIE method needs to employ special
strategies to overcome this.

3. Solid boundaries with corners (Lipschitz domains).

When integrating over boundaries with corners the integrals become
weakly singular which leads to large numerical errors. These singular-
ities need to be efficiently overcome for accurate computations.

4. Periodicity of the solution.

The fluid problems discussed in this thesis are considered either as un-
bounded free-space problems in infinite domains or as periodic replicas
of a reference cell. For both cases, fast summation methods are needed
to accelerate the computations accordingly.

5. The presence of surface-active agents on the droplet interfaces (insol-
uble surfactants).

Surfactants alter the surface tension of the droplets and therefore
change the behaviour of their deformation. To model this, a convection-
diffusion equation for the surfactant concentration needs to be solved
on the droplet interfaces and coupled to the Stokes equations.

6. The presence of surfactants in the bulk fluid (soluble surfactants).

When surfactants are present in the bulk fluid, the concentration is
modelled by a convection-diffusion equation in the domain occupied by
the bulk fluid. The exchange of surfactants with the droplet interface
is governed by an adsorption-desorption boundary condition.

To accurately compute the surfactant concentration in the bulk fluid
in the presence of moving droplet interfaces is a challenge for which
several new tools are needed. The inclusion of soluble surfactants is
not wholly covered by this work, but necessary steps are taken towards
achieving a solution.

Figure 1.1 refers to aspects relating to the fluid problem. Naturally, when
dealing with a dynamic problem it is also vital to resolve it accurately in
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time. A suitable scheme needs to be applied that can handle all aspects
arising from the challenges mentioned above.

Validation is important to ensure the accuracy of the numerical method.
For a subset of the problem described above, exact and semi-analytical so-
lutions are developed to describe both single drop and pairwise bubble in-
teractions. Together with convergence studies, the accuracy of the method
is thoroughly demonstrated.

Overview of this thesis

Part I is organised as follows: the physical setting is introduced together with
the Stokes equations in Chapter 2. It establishes the physical framework in
which the numerical method is developed. It also introduces surfactants;
addressing challenges 5 and 6 from the previous list.

Chapter 3 deals with the accurate computation of the fluid velocity with
a boundary integral formulation. This chapter will cover items 1-3 on the
previous list of challenges.

The evolution of droplet deformation in time is discussed in Chapter 4.
This necessitates solution of the two-way coupling between the velocity-field
and the surfactant concentration (challenge 5). A method of analytically
validating the droplet deformation is also presented.

To efficiently deal with the periodicity of the problem (challenge 4) the
spectral Ewald method is employed, which is discussed in Chapter 5. This
chapter also describes tools necessary for the future inclusion of soluble
surfactants (challenge 6).



2 Microfluidics

This chapter presents the physical motivation and background for this work,
by introducing the concepts of microfluidics and presenting the necessary
equations to model deforming droplets in the presence of surfactants.

The Navier-Stokes (N-S) equations are commonly used to describe the
motion of Newtonian fluids. They are comprised of a set of relations de-
scribing the conservation of mass, energy and momentum. The momentum
equation is given as follows:

PDu
Dt = −∇p+ µ∇2u,

with P being the density of the fluid, p the pressure, µ the dynamic viscosity
and u the velocity. The material derivative is denoted D

Dt and consists of
both local and convective acceleration. The momentum equation is derived
from Newton’s second law, together with the assumption that the fluid is
Newtonian.

The equations can be recast in non-dimensional form (where subscript ∗
denotes non-dimensional equivalent) as

ReDu∗
Dt∗

= −∇∗p∗ +∇2
∗u∗.

The Reynolds number is defined as Re = PUr0
µ , where U is the characteristic

velocity of the problem and r0 the characteristic length. When the Reynolds
number is small, viscous forces are dominant. It follows that the viscosity-
dominated regime can be obtained either when U , P or r0 are small or when
µ is large.

The case where r0 is small is commonly called microfluidics. Microflu-
idic devices have many applications, such as lab-on-a-chip technologies, drug

5
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delivery and protein crystallisation [10]. Droplet-based microfluidics is a
subcategory of microfluidics focusing on discrete volumes of fluids with im-
miscible phases - i.e. droplets. Using droplets allows for the creation of
microreacters which can be individually transported and analysed. This
finds many applications in biological and chemical engineering [75]. A thor-
ough review of the behaviour of droplets in microfluidic systems is given by
[62].

Surface forces are important in all microfluidic flows and often become
dominant. With the presence of droplets, surface tension plays an especially
large role in determining the flow. This is a consequence of the high surface
area to volume ratio. The surface tension can be manipulated by adding
surface-active agents (surfactants) to the flow problem [72]. In surface-
tension-dominated flows, surfactants provide an important means of con-
trolling the behaviour of the system.

2.1 The Stokes equations

Setting Re = 0 in the N-S equations gives the linear Stokes equations. Fig-
ure 2.1 shows an example domain, in which the Stokes equations can be
written

∆u0 = ∇p0, x ∈ Ω0,

λ`∆u` = ∇p`, x ∈ Ω`,
(2.1.1)

where Ω0 is the surrounding bulk fluid, Ω` is the interior droplet fluid for all
drops ` = 1, . . . , NΓ, u` is the fluid velocity inside Ω` and p` the pressure.

n̂n̂

n̂ ŝ

L

Ω1 Ω2
Ω3

γ1

γ2

γ3
Γ1

Γ2

Γ4

Figure 2.1: Example domain for Stokes flow.
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It is assumed that the fluids are incompressible because they are typically
liquids and the considered velocities are small in comparison to the pressure
propagation speeds. The incompressibility condition reads

∇ · u` = 0, ` = 0, . . . , NΓ. (2.1.2)

The viscosity ratio between the bulk and droplet fluids is denoted λ` := µ`
µ0

where µ` is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid in drop `. The bulk viscosity
is denoted µ0. The case of an inviscid bubble is the limit where λ` = 0.

Boundary conditions on all solid surfaces and droplet interfaces are
needed:

• The bulk fluid and droplets are separated by interfaces Γ` on which a
jump condition in normal stress holds,

−(p0 − p`)n̂` + 2(e0 − λe`) · n̂` = 1
Ca (σ`κ`n̂` −∇sσ`) . (2.1.3)

• The fluid velocity is continuous on the droplet interfaces; u0 = u` on
Γ`.

• On the solid surfaces a no-slip boundary condition is enforced, i.e. the
fluid velocity relative to the solid surfaces is always zero for all γ`,
` = 1, . . . , Nγ .

Here: e` is the strain tensor, σ` is the surface-tension coefficient, κ` is the cur-
vature, n̂` is the outward-pointing normal (see Figure 2.1) and Ca = Uµ0/σ0
is the so-called Capillary number. This is a non-dimensional number which
expresses the strength of the surface tension in comparison to the flow veloc-
ity. The surface-tension coefficient of a drop without surfactants is denoted
σ0. Without the presence of surfactants, the surface-tension coefficient is
constant. In this work, the problem is considered in two dimensions. All
interfaces are parametrised by s ∈ [0, L`(t)] where L`(t) is the length of Γ` at
time t, traversing the droplet in the positive direction. The surface gradient
is in 2D defined as ∇s = ŝ ∂

∂s where ŝ is the tangent. The droplet interfaces
move with the ordinary differential equation

dΓ`(s)
dt = u(Γ`(s)), for ` = 1, . . . , NΓ. (2.1.4)
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If Ω0 is unbounded an additional condition at infinity is needed, i.e.

u0 → u∞, as |x| → ∞,

for some imposed far-field flow u∞. For unbounded problems, typically a
linear far-field is imposed of the form

u∞ =
(

Q B + G
2

B − G
2 −Q

)
· x, (2.1.5)

where B = G = 0 corresponds to an extensional flow, and Q = 0 and
G = 2B corresponds to a shear flow. If the domain is periodic the problem
is considered in a reference cell of size L× L.

This thesis considers the fluid problem in two dimensions. Although cer-
tain physical effects will be lost due to this simplification, it has been noted
that a high degree of physical relevance remains [42, 84]. By considering
the two-dimensional problem larger, more complex, simulations with an in-
creased number of close interactions are possible, due to the substantially
reduced computational cost.

2.2 Surfactants

As previously discussed, surfactants can be instrumental in changing the
nature of the flowfield. They are molecules that are capable of modifying the
surface tension [72]. For example, they can be used to inhibit coalescence or
to affect the lateral migration of drops in channels [1]. They will be familiar
to most people as they appear in many household cleaning products, such
as washing-up liquid and detergents.

Surfactants are typically classified into two groups: insoluble and sol-
uble. Insoluble surfactants exist only on droplet interfaces, whilst soluble
surfactants normally exist both in the bulk fluid and on the fluid interfaces.
An adsorption-desorption boundary condition governs the exchange between
the bulk and interface concentrations.

In this thesis, Papers I, II and V concern the simulation of droplets and
insoluble surfactants. Soluble surfactants are included as an outlook for this
work, as the extension from insoluble to soluble surfactants is far from trivial
and several new tools are needed.
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Surfactants on droplet interfaces

The concentration of surfactants on the interface, ρ`(s, t), obeys the follow-
ing convection-diffusion equation [71],

Dρ`
Dt + ρ`∇s · u` = 1

PeΓ
∇2
sρ`, x ∈ Γ`, (2.2.1)

for each droplet interface Γ`, ` = 1, . . . , NΓ, where s, D/Dt, u` and ∇s are
defined in §2.1. The time is represented by t and PeΓ = µ0r0

σ0DΓ
is the inter-

face Péclet number, a non-dimensional number which governs the relation
between convection and diffusion of the surfactants. The diffusion coeffi-
cient along the interface is denoted DΓ. The relation between surfactant
concentration and surface tension is governed by an equation of state [57],
for example

σ` = 1− Eρ`, (2.2.2)

where E is the elasticity number which denotes the strength of influence of
the surfactant concentration on the surface tension.

Surfactants in the bulk fluid

The concentration of surfactants in the bulk fluid, C(x, t), also obeys a
convection-diffusion equation,

∂C

∂t
+ u0 · ∇C = 1

PeΩ
∇2C, x ∈ Ω0, (2.2.3)

where PeΩ is the bulk Péclet number.
The exchange of surfactants between the bulk fluid and the droplet in-

terfaces is governed by adsorption-desorption kinetics. One can formulate
the following boundary condition on the droplet interfaces:

Jn̂` · ∇C|Γ = Bi (K(1− ρ`)C|Γ − ρ`) , x ∈ Γ`,

for all drop interfaces Γ`. This balances the net adsorption for the interface
surfactant ρ` with the normal diffusive flux of the bulk surfactant C. The
problem is described by three characteristic parameters: J, a measure of
diffusive flux relative to the advective flux for surfactants at the interface,
K, an equilibrium partition coefficient and the Biot number, Bi, a ratio of
advective and kinetic desorption time scales [81].
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2.3 Numerical challenges

There are several difficulties facing a numerical method to compute a so-
lution to (2.1.1) with the stated interface condition (2.1.3). Two major
challenges are to accurately track the movement of the droplet interfaces
over time and to accurately resolve the discontinuity in normal stress over
the interfaces. Moreover, with the inclusion of insoluble surfactants the
convection-diffusion equation (2.2.1) needs to be solved on the moving in-
terfaces.

One intuitive approach to track the droplets is to discretise the entire
fluid domain and ensure that the computational grid is always coincident
with the interfaces. Although the discontinuity is naturally handled with
this approach, it becomes very expensive as re-meshing is required at each
time step. It is instead common to use interface tracking with a fixed compu-
tational grid in the fluid domain. The location of the interfaces are computed
separately which can be done either explicitly by a an interface discretisation
or implicitly, e.g. a level-set method.

One example of an explicit method is the front-tracking method [78],
wherein the interface is represented by a set of marker points and the fluid
equations are solved on a fixed under-lying grid. To transfer information
between the interface marker points and the grid, interpolation is needed.
Tryggvason et al. [76] developed a front-tracking method for the N-S equa-
tions in two and three dimensions, which uses a single set of conservation
equations for the whole flowfield. Surface tension and other interface phe-
nomena are represented on infinitesimally thin interfaces and are added to
the governing equations through δ-functions, an idea originally introduced
by Peskin [58].

A similar idea is used in the immersed boundary method [59] which was
initially developed for flows around flexible membranes but has since been
extended to other types of flow [77]. The approach of regularisation limits
the interface velocity to first order. The immersed interface method [45]
is an extension of the immersed boundary method, which deals with the
jump in normal stress with second-order accuracy using finite difference
approximations.

Another example of a tracking method is the volume-of-fluid method [6]
where marker functions are used to identify each fluid. One drawback of
volume-of-fluid methods is the difficulty in maintaining a sharp interface
between the droplet and bulk fluid over time.
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A level-set method is an implicit method because the position of the
interface is inferred from a level-set function which is advected within a
fixed computational domain. An example is that of Sussman et al. [74],
where regularisation of the surface tension forces was applied. Together
with finite elements, CutFEM [22] uses a level-set method to represent the
droplet interfaces. To achieve better accuracy and avoid regularisation, two
sets of finite elements are used in the interface region: one representing
the bulk fluid and one the droplet fluid. Such methods are limited to the
accuracy of the finite elements, and have so far not been used to a higher
accuracy than second order. One disadvantage to level-set methods is that
they are not inherently conservative of mass. To combat this, Olsson and
Kreiss [55, 56] introduced an area-conservative approach using a smooth
level-set function.

Boundary integral methods naturally handle both the interface tracking
and the jump in normal stress by using an explicit representation of the
interfaces and reformulating the problem to a set of integral equations over
the boundaries. High accuracy can be achieved by using high-order quadra-
ture methods. Integral equations for Stokes flow with a jump in normal
stress across the droplet interfaces was first introduced by Youngren and
Acrivos [82] and Rallison and Acrivos [63]. A thorough review of boundary
integral formulations for the Stokes equations is given by Pozrikidis [61].
Extension of boundary integral methods from the Stokes equations to the
Navier-Stokes equations is an active research area [38].

There are two main challenges facing boundary integral methods for
Stokes flow: first, the discretisation points on the droplet interfaces must be
kept from clustering as the interfaces deform. Second, the integral formula-
tions yield large numerical errors when computing the flowfield close to any
interface using standard quadrature techniques; the integrals become nearly
singular. Special techniques to overcome this are needed. An overview of
BIEs for the Stokes equations with immiscible phases and their challenges
is given in Chapter 3.

In two dimensions, Kropinski [42, 43] and Xu et al. [81] have simulated
deforming droplets in Stokes flow using a boundary integral formulation.
The discretisation points were kept from clustering using a modification of
the tangential velocity as derived in [29]. Due to the nearly singular in-
tegrals, drops in close proximity were not considered and many degrees of
freedom were needed for problems with multiple droplets. This is the main
subject of Paper I, wherein special treatment [54] of the nearly singular inte-
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grals is included to reduce numerical errors for closely interacting droplets.
Simulation of problems with multiple droplets in close proximity is hence
possible and achieved with high accuracy. Insoluble surfactants are included
using a pseudo-spectral collocation method, similar to [44].

Stone and Leal [73] considered axisymmetric droplets in 3D to study
the effect of surfactants on breakup. The surfactant equation was discre-
tised and solved using a finite difference scheme. Also in 3D, deformable
droplets with insoluble surfactants have been simulated by Sorgentone and
Tornberg [70], using spherical harmonics to compute the surfactant concen-
tration spectrally.

Solid walls/channels and deforming droplets have been considered in 2D
by Zhou and Pozrikidis [84, 85]. The channel was included using a periodic
Green’s function that represented the flow due to an array of point forces
in the channel. Their method was limited to straight channels. In 3D,
channels and droplets have been considered in [21, 30, 31], all restricted
to flat or parallel channel walls. Zinchenko and Davis [86] considered a
boundary integral method for a drop squeezing through a constriction in
3D.

In Paper II both channels of arbitrary (but periodic) shapes and constric-
tions are considered for the two-dimensional case. Again, the use of special
treatment for the nearly singular integrals allows for close interactions be-
tween both drops and solids to be resolved to a high accuracy. Paper III
extends this method to include solid geometries with corners. These meth-
ods are further discussed in Chapter 3.



3 Boundary integral methods for Stokes
flow

This chapter introduces the concept of boundary integral formulations of
differential equations. It discusses a specific formulation to compute the so-
lution to the Stokes equations for both smooth and Lipschitz boundaries and
details specific treatment needed to obtain an accurate solution everywhere.
This addresses challenged 1-3, outlined previously in Chapter 1.

A boundary integral formulation can be obtained by rewriting a ho-
mogenous differential equation on a domain to an integral equation over the
boundaries of the problem. It is formed by the convolution of an equation-
specific kernel (a Green’s function) with a function defined over the bound-
ary. The focus here is on Fredholm integral equations of the second kind,
which take the form

αx(t)−
∫
Λ

K(t, s)x(s) ds = y(t), t ∈ Λ,

where the functions K(t, s) and y(t) are given, x(t) is sought and α 6= 0 is
a known constant. In two dimensions, Λ is some curve in the plane. The
integral equation can also be written as

(αI +K)x = y,

where I is the identity operator and K denotes the boundary integral oper-
ator. For the case of Fredholm integral equations of the second kind K is
compact. An overview of this kind of boundary integral equations and the
functional analysis behind them is given by [3].

The are many benefits of rewriting a differential equation into a boundary
integral equation. By considering only the boundaries of the problem, the

13
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dimensionality is reduced by one allowing for fewer degrees of freedom than
other, volume-based, numerical methods. Additionally, the compactness
of the operator K gives existence and uniqueness to the solution by the
Fredholm alternative [3] and the spectrum of K accumulates only around the
origin. As a consequence, the eigenvalues of αI+K cluster only around z = α
in the complex plane which will facilitate the use of iterative solvers to obtain
a solution [52]. Furthermore, far-field conditions are naturally incorporated
meaning no artificial boundary conditions are needed in unbounded domains.

An added benefit of BIEs when solving the Stokes equations for immis-
cible phases is the natural handling of moving interfaces. Using a surface
parametrisation, the interfaces can be accurately tracked and no underly-
ing grid is required. Resultantly, the jump condition in normal stress is
naturally handled.

This chapter describes the various steps required to solve the Stokes
equations with a boundary integral method to obtain the flowfield at a
given time. As a first step, the Stokes equations are formulated as boundary
integral equations in §3.1. Second, the numerical solution of these equations
is discussed in §3.2. In §3.3, the accurate computation of the solution also for
closely interacting droplets is considered, first by decreasing the numerical
errors using a specialised quadrature scheme and then investigating when
such a scheme is needed through error estimates. The domains are initially
considered smooth, which is later relaxed to Lipschitz domains in §3.4.

3.1 Boundary integral formulation

The incompressible Stokes equations in (2.1.1) and (2.1.2) are here for-
mulated as a boundary integral equation in a similar manner to that in
[61, 62, 86]. A domain as in Figure 2.1 is considered, where Γ` denotes the
interface of drop `, ` = 1, . . . , NΓ where NΓ is the total number of drops.
Furthermore, γ` denotes the surfaces of all solid objects, of which there are
Nγ . For the exterior problem (i.e. the flow in Ω0), the flowfield u0 can be
described as

u0(x) =
NΓ∑
n=1
SΓn [fn](x) +

NΓ∑
n=1

(λn − 1)DΓn [un](x)

+ u∞(x) +
Nγ∑
n=1

βn[q](x),

(3.1.1)
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where fn corresponds to the jump in normal stress across interface Γn from
(2.1.3), u∞ denotes the far-field velocity and q is an artificial density over
the solid boundaries. The term βn[q](x) corresponds to the contribution
from the solid particles and walls,

βn[q](x) := 2Dγn [q](x) + ηSγn [q](x), (3.1.2)

for a constant η. The terms DΛ[g](x) and SΛ[g](x) are the so-called double-
layer and single-layer potentials, defined as

DΛ[g](x) :=
∫
Λ

g(y) · T (x− y) · n̂ dSy, (3.1.3)

SΛ[g](x) :=
∫
Λ

g(y) ·G(x− y) dSy, (3.1.4)

for any boundary Λ, function g and outward-pointing normal n̂. Here, Λ
can be either a droplet interface Γ` or a solid boundary γ`.

The fundamental solutions to the Stokes equations are the stresslet and
the Stokeslet [61], which in two dimensions are defined as

Tj`m(r) = − 1
4π

(
−4rjr`rm

|r|4
)
, (3.1.5)

Gj`(r) = − 1
4π

(
δj` log |r|+ rjr`

|r|3
)
, (3.1.6)

respectively, for j, `,m = 1, 2.
To obtain a boundary integral equation for x on the drop boundaries Γ`,

the limit x→ x̃ ∈ Γ` when approaching Γ` from the bulk fluid is considered.
From [61],

lim
x→x̃∈Λ

DΛ[f ](x) = −1
2 f(x̃) +DΛ[f ](x̃),

and

lim
x→x̃∈Λ

SΛ[f ](x) = SΛ[f ](x̃).

Applying the limits to (3.1.1) gives for x ∈ Γ` for all ` = 1, . . . , NΓ

u`(x)−
NΓ∑
n=1

2
(
λn − 1
λ` + 1

)
DΓn [un](x)−

Nγ∑
n=1

βn[q](x)

=
NΓ∑
n=1

2
λ` + 1SΓn [fn](x) + 2

λ` + 1u∞(x).

(3.1.7)
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Similarly, applying the limits for all points on the solid surfaces, x ∈ γ`,
gives

q(x)−
NΓ∑
n=1

(λn − 1)DΓn [un](x)−
Nγ∑
n=1

βn[q](x)

=
NΓ∑
n=1
SΓn [fn](x) + u∞(x).

(3.1.8)

The system of equations formed by (3.1.7) and (3.1.8) is used to compute
the velocity u` on all droplet interfaces Γ`. Assuming all interfaces and
surfaces are Lyapunov smooth, the double-layer and single-layer potentials
are compact which gives a system of Fredholm integral equations of the
second kind.

The solid particles contribution, βn[q](x), can be described as a single-
layer potential only. However, this makes it a Fredholm problem of the
first kind which is badly conditioned and difficult to solve. Another option
is to use a formulation with a completion flow, as by Power and Miranda
[60]. Here a Hebeker representation [25] is used, which takes both a single
layer and a double layer and weighs them together with a Hebeker constant,
η > 0. For a well-conditioned system η cannot be too large, here it is
assumed η = 1. The density function q is unknown and needs to be solved
for together with u. In the case of no solids, the term βn[q](x) and (3.1.8)
vanish.

For the periodic setting, both the double-layer and single-layer potentials
are considered in a periodic form, DPΛ [g](x) and SPΛ [g](x), for Λ ∈ Γ∪γ with
g = u and g = q. This is further discussed in §4.6.

Other formulations for the Stokes equations have been considered. Specif-
ically in two dimensions, the solution to the Stokes equations can be derived
from the solution to the biharmonic equation. A boundary integral formu-
lation based on this approach is the Sherman-Lauricella formulation, used
by e.g. Kropinski [43] and in Paper I.

At any time t̃, to obtain the flow field u` on the interfaces of all droplets
the equations (3.1.7) and (3.1.8) must be solved. Once the velocity has
been obtained it will be used to advance the droplet interfaces in time. The
evolution in time is discussed in Chapter 4. The remainder of this chapter
covers how to obtain an accurate numerical solution u` for a given time t̃.
First, the equations need to be discretised and the resulting linear system of
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equations needs to be solved using efficient methods. To obtain an accurate
solution, error estimates resulting from the integrands are developed and
specialised quadrature schemes are utilised to reduce the numerical errors.

3.2 Numerical solution

When regarding the Stokes equations in two dimensions, it is sometimes
beneficial to consider the formulation in complex-variable notation where
a point x corresponds to z = x + iy. Reformulating the double-layer and
single-layer potentials from (3.1.3) and (3.1.4) in complex notation, gives

DΛ[g](z) := 1
2π

∫
Λ

g(τ)=
{ dτ
τ − z

}
+ 1

2πg(τ)={dτ(τ − z)}
(τ − z)2 , (3.2.1)

SΛ[g](z) := − 1
8π

∫
Λ

g(τ)|dτ |+ 1
4π

∫
Λ

g(τ) log(|τ − z|)|dτ |

− 1
8π

∫
Λ

g(τ)(τ − z)
(τ − z) |dτ |.

(3.2.2)

All variables in (3.1.7) and (3.1.8) will be considered in their complex coun-
terparts, such as u = u1 + iu2 and q = q1 + iq2 for u = (u1, u2) and
q = (q1, q2). The imaginary part of a complex number is denoted ={·}. For
the remainder of this chapter, the problem will be considered in the complex
setting.

An explicit representation of the droplet and solid boundaries is used
in this work. All droplet interfaces, Γ`, are described by functions z(α) for
α ∈ [0, 2π]. The index ` of z has been dropped for ease of notation. The in-
tegrals will be approximated using some quadrature rule with nodes tn and
weights wn for n ∈ [1, Nq] where Nq is the number of quadrature points used.
Different quadrature rules are possible, such as the trapezoidal rule where
all points are equidistant. Here, a panel-based quadrature rule is utilised;
each boundary is first divided into panels of equal arc-length and each panel
is discretised with 16 Gauss-Legendre points. The discretised points and
associated quadrature weights are denoted zn and wn respectively. To com-
pute the solutions un = u(zn) and qn = q(zn), a Nyström method is used to
discretise the equations (3.1.7) and (3.1.8) where the collocation points are
taken to be the points used to discretise the integrals [3].
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Discretising the double-layer potential in (3.2.1) gives

DΛ[g](z`) ≈
1

2π

MΛ∑
m=1

[
gmM(1)

m (z`) + gmM(2)
m (z`)

]
,

and the single-layer potential in (3.2.2) becomes

SΛ[g](z`) ≈−
1

8π

MΛ∑
m=1

[
wmgm|z′m|+ gmM(3)

m (z`)
]

+ 1
4π

MΛ∑
m=1,zm 6=z`

gmM(4)
m (z`),

where MΛ is the total number of discretisation points on Λ and z′` is the
derivative of the boundary parametrisation in the tangent direction. The
boundary Λ is either a droplet interface or a solid boundary. The quadrature
weights are denoted wm. The kernels M(j), j = 1, . . . , 4 are defined as (for
z` 6= zm)

M(1)
m (z`) = wm=

{
z′m

zm − z`

}
,

M(2)
m (z`) = wm

={z′m(zm − z`)}
(zm − z`)2 ,

M(3)
m (z`) = wm|z′m|

(
zm − z`
zm − z`

)
,

M(4)
m (z`) = wm|z′m| log (|zm − z`|) .

(3.2.3)

For j = 1, 2 and 3 the limits when zm = z` are finite and given by

M(1)
` (z`) = w`=

{
z′′`
2z′`

}
,

M(2)
` (z`) = w`

=
{
z′′` z
′
`

}
2(z′`)

2 ,

M(3)
` = w`|z′`|

z′`
z′`
.

(3.2.4)

The integral corresponding to M(4)
m (z`) is more complicated as the kernel

is singular for m = `. How to deal with the singularity using specialised
quadrature is further discussed in §3.3.
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Discretising (3.1.7) and (3.1.8) gives a linear system

Aω = b, (3.2.5)

where ω contains all the sought u` and q` and b contains the right hand sides
of the equations. The matrix A is dense, but typically has a low condition
number that remains constant, even with refinement [8]. The low condition
number makes iterative methods especially suitable. Here, GMRES [64] is
used.

The matrix-vector multiplications needed in GMRES to compute ω have
complexity O(N2) where N is the total number of unknowns. For efficient
computations, a fast summation method is needed. One option is to use the
fast multipole method (FMM) [19] which has a computational complexity of
O(N). FMM is especially common for problems with non-periodic boundary
conditions and is used in Paper 1 and V. For periodic boundary conditions,
one can also use FFT-based methods such as the spectral Ewald method
which has complexity O(N logN). This is the case in Paper II and III. A
description of the periodic case can be found in §4.6 and of the spectral
Ewald method in Chapter 5.

3.3 An accurate solution everywhere

To obtain an accurate solution to (3.1.7) and (3.1.8) everywhere two things
need to be considered: the singularity in M(4) and the near-singular be-
haviour of M(j) for j = 1, 2, 3 and 4. An integral is defined to be nearly
singular when it is evaluated close to its singularity which yields large nu-
merical errors.

Assuming the singularity can be handled accurately, using a panel-based
Gauss-Legendre quadrature method will generate solutions of high accuracy
as long as the evaluation points are sufficiently far away from the other
boundaries of the problem. This becomes a limitation when droplets are
deforming, as they may come in close proximity to each other and to solids.
Regarding the kernels in (3.2.3), all become nearly singular when evaluated
at a point z such that |zm − z| � 1. In these cases, a straight forward
application of the regular Gauss-Legendre quadrature yields large numerical
errors.

To demonstrate the numerical errors when approximating nearly singular
integrals, a simplified test case is considered; the Stokes equations are solved
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for an interior problem with Dirichlet boundary conditions. The test case is
chosen to demonstrate the numerical errors for a case where an analytical
solution is available, and which contains the same integrals as for the double
layer potential of (3.1.3). The numerical solution is shown in Figure 3.1
(left). For the interior Stokes equations, the solution u at any point z0 in
the domain Ω can be obtained by

u(z0) = −i
π

∫
Λ

µ(τ)=
{ dτ
τ − z0

}
+ i

π

∫
Λ

µ(τ)={dτ(τ − z0)}
(τ − z0)2 , (3.3.1)

where Λ is the boundary of Ω and µ a complex-valued artificial density
function on Λ obtained by solving

µ(z) + 1
π

∫
Λ

µ(τ)=
{ dτ
τ − z

}
− 1
π

∫
Λ

µ(τ)={dτ(τ − z)}
(τ − z)2 = f(z), z ∈ Λ.

The function f(z) for z ∈ Λ is defined as a sum of Stokeslets for point
sources surrounding Ω (the black dots in Figure 3.1 (left)). The analytical
solution is then u(z) = f(z) for z ∈ Ω. Here, the point sources are set to be:
z1 = 1.1 + 1.3i, z2 = −1.4 − 1.3i and z3 = 1.3 − 0.75i with f1 = 4π + i4π,
f2 = π − i2π and f3 = −0.5π + i3.5π respectively. It will be assumed that
the density function µ can be computed accurately, and that the numerical
errors arise only in the computation of u.

The integrals contain terms (τ − z0)−1 and (τ − z0)−2. The limits when
τ approaches z0 are finite and given by the limits of M(1) and M(2) in
(3.2.4). However, the integrands become harder to resolve numerically when
|τ − z0| � 1. Using 25 panels of standard Gauss-Legendre quadrature, the
numerical errors in the first quadrant of the domain when using the approach
as described in the previous section are shown in Figure 3.1 (right). It is
clear that far enough away from the boundary (towards the middle of Ω)
the errors are low, but when approaching the boundary they grow exponen-
tially. The band of large errors will decrease with an increasing number of
discretisation points, as can be seen in Figure 3.2 where the errors for both
25 and 50 panels are shown. The error will however not reduce completely.
To be able to resolve close interactions between drops and solids a special
quadrature scheme is needed. In order to know when such special treatment
is required and to maintain efficiency of solution, the numerical errors need
to be estimated.
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Figure 3.1: Example of analytical solution to the Stokes equations for the
interior problem with Dirichlet boundary conditions (left) and the numer-
ical errors obtained by standard Gauss-Legendre quadrature for 25 panels
(right). The black box shows the region displayed in Figure 3.2 and Fig-
ure 3.4. From Paper I, Figure 2.

Figure 3.2: Numerical errors in the region in the black box in Figure 3.1.
Left: numerical error using 25 panels. Right: numerical error using 50
panels.

Specialised quadrature scheme

Simply increasing the number of discretisation points on the boundary adds
significant cost to the solution. It also fails to remove the problem of near-
singular integration in a satisfactory way, as seen in Figure 3.2. To combat
this problem, specialised methods are utilised. In 3D, the development of
such methods is still an open problem, however, several methods exist for the
two dimensional case. Different modifications of the trapezoidal rule to solve
Laplace and modified Helmholtz problems were considered by Hao et al.
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[23], such as Kapur-Rokhlin and Alpert. These schemes either modify the
weights of the trapezoidal rule for nodes in the near-singular region (Kapur-
Rokhlin) or the nodes themselves (Alpert). Hao et al. [23] also considered a
Modified Gaussian scheme, which is based on an underlying quadrature of
Gauss-Legendre panels but introduces auxiliary nodes on which to evaluate
the kernels.

Several variants of specialised schemes based on a Gauss-Legendre quadra-
ture were considered by Helsing and Holst [26] for the exterior Helmholtz
problem. Another option is to use Quadrature by Expansion (QBX) [20, 39].
QBX is based on local expansions around the boundaries. A limitation of
the method, however, is the application to moving boundaries as all expan-
sions have to be recomputed dynamically. In Paper I, II, III and IV, an
interpolatory quadrature [28, 53] is used. It was first applied to deforming
droplets in Stokes flow in [54].

For all kernelsM(j), j = 1, . . . , 4 in (3.2.3), special treatment is needed for
evaluation close to any boundary. The approach of the scheme is similar for
all kernels. First, the integrals are rewritten to sums of integrals containing
1/(τ − z0), 1/(τ − z0)2 or log(|τ − z0|) multiplied with a smooth function,
denoted h(τ). Here, the approach will be briefly described using the 1/(τ −
z0) kernel, details for the other kernels can be found in Paper II.

Consider the integral

I(z0) =
∫
Λ

h(τ)
τ − z0

dτ , (3.3.2)

where Λ denotes one panel of a smooth boundary which has been scaled and
rotated such that its endpoints are at −1 and 1 in the complex plane (it can
however still be curved). The panel is discretised with n Gauss-Legendre
points. The evaluation point, z0, is scaled and rotated along with Λ. By
expanding h(τ) as a polynomial,

h(τ) ≈
n−1∑
`=0

c`τ
`,

the integral can instead be written as

I(z0) ≈
n−1∑
`=0

c`

∫
Λ

τ ` dτ
τ − z0

=:
n−1∑
`=0

c`p`.
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The integrals p` can be analytically computed through recursion formulas,
given in Paper II, Appendix C. Thus, for every evaluation point, z0, which is
close enough to a panel Λ, the contribution from that panel can be replaced
by the expression above. This is an approach which is embarrassingly paral-
lel for the evaluations points. To compute the coefficients c` a Vandermonde
system needs to be solved, the stability of which is discussed in [28].

The kernel M(4) will also need special treatment for on-surface evalua-
tions. The approach is similar to the off-surface evaluations. For each target
point, z, on the boundary, the approach above can be seen as computing
modified quadrature weights for the panel containing z and its neighbouring
panels. For n = 16, numerical experiments indicate that it is sufficient to
correct the four closest points in the two neighbouring panels. These modi-
fied weights are the same for all panels, and can be precomputed and stored
in a matrix of size 24 for the n = 16 case.

In Figure 3.3, the numerical errors are shown for 50 panels with the
specialised quadrature scheme applied. The error is clearly reduced, main-
taining an accuracy of 12 digits up to the boundary everywhere. This im-
provement allows for the simulation of closely interacting drops and solids
without a significant increase in cost.

Figure 3.3: Numerical error using 50 panels and the specialised quadrature
scheme. From Paper I, Figure 4.
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Error estimates

Application of the specialised quadrature scheme described above reduces
solution error significantly. It is important to know where such a treatment
is required and should be applied. To this end, estimates of the quadrature
errors are developed. In Paper I, new error estimates for the double-layer
formulation are derived. These error estimates are based on previous work
by [35, 36] for the Laplace and Helmholtz equations.

Consider the integral in (3.3.2): The integral is approximated using a
quadrature rule, here a set of n Gauss-Legendre points and weights, (τ`, w`),

Qn(z0) =
n−1∑
`=0

w`
h`τ
′
`

τ` − z0
.

The quadrature error is denoted Rn = I−Qn. Following the same approach
as in [35], it can be estimated using residue calculus around the pole z0. For
this specific integral the estimate of Rn is

|Rn| ≈ |kn(z0)h(z0)| ≈ |kn(z0)|‖h‖∞,

where kn(z0) := 2π/(z0 +
√
z2

0 − 1)2n+1. The function value h(z0) is esti-
mated as the max-norm of h on Λ, which is denoted ‖h‖∞. The estimates
for the other kernels are derived and stated in Paper I.

In Figure 3.4, the error estimates for u(z0) as a solution to (3.3.1) are
shown for z0 ∈ Ω. The colours in the plots represent the absolute point-
wise errors and the black lines represent the error estimates. The estimates
follow the errors very well for different panel sizes. Such estimates are useful
to make informed decisions of where to apply the specialised quadrature
treatment for nearly singular integrals.

3.4 Corners

Up to this point, all boundaries have been considered Lyapunov smooth.
This is a natural assumption for the droplets, as surface tension inhibits
the development of sharp corners. For solid objects corners can arise for
example in channel geometry. Another example is that of bacteria-driven
gears on the micro scale [69].

To compute accurate solutions close to corners is difficult for all numer-
ical methods. As discussed by Gopal and Trefethen [17], FEM methods
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Figure 3.4: Numerical errors (in colour) and error estimates (black lines) for
25 and 50 panels (left and right respectively). From Paper I, Figure 3.

typically need many degrees of freedom and to obtain accurate results is
difficult due to ill-conditioning. For a boundary integral method, the layer
density q from (3.1.8) on the solid boundary will become weakly-singular at
the corner. This reduces the accuracy of the solution, not only close to the
corner itself but globally in the entire domain. The existence of the weak
singularity prohibits the use of a standard trapezoidal method. If a standard
Gauss-Legendre method is used, the weak singularity requires excessive grid
refinement in proximity to the corner.

A simple approach to remedy the problems close to a corner is to upsam-
ple around it. Naturally, such an approach may become very expensive and
special care is needed to make the computations feasible for problems with
many corners [7]. For two-dimensional problems, it is possible to make use
of the solution to the biharmonic equation and complex analysis to describe
the flow. For example, Moffatt [51] developed similarity solutions to flow
close to corners as a sequence of eddies. Crowdy and Brzezicki [12] used
conformal mapping theory to describe the flow close to a wedge. However,
most approaches are specific and not well-suited to a general problem. A
more general approach is that by Wu et al. [80], who developed adaptive
quadrature rules for particulate Stokes flow in 2D which adaptively refine
the discretisation close to corners. Serkh and Rokhlin [66] developed cus-
tom quadrature weights for kernel-specific problems. A kernel-independent
method called recursively compressed inverse preconditioning (RCIP) was
introduced by Helsing and Ojala [27]. This method is adapted to the Stokes
equations in Paper III.

RCIP uses the idea of adaptive, dyadic refinement of the boundary dis-
cretisations close to corners, without introducing additional unknowns. An
example of dyadic refinement is shown in Figure 3.5. For a problem with N
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discretisation points using a panel-based 16-point Gauss-Legendre quadra-
ture, such a refinement would in its naïve implementation introduce 32nsubnc
extra unknowns, where nsub is the number of subdivisions and nc the num-
ber of corners. Solving the new, larger, system would give a density defined
on the fine discretisation, but would quickly become expensive.

γ

nsub = 0

γ

nsub = 1

γ

nsub = 2

Figure 3.5: Example of dyadic refinement of boundary γ. Red markers show
panel edges. Each subdivision adds two panels and 32 unknowns.

The main idea of RCIP is to modify the quadrature weights of the Nys-
tröm method to obtain a transformed density q̃ which is piecewise smooth
everywhere using only the original N discretisation points. The modified
quadrature weights can be constructed recursively on locally refined meshes
and are precomputed. RCIP does not change the size of the original system
and the condition number is independent of the number of subdivisions. The
method introduces a linear system to solve which has the size of 4 panels,
i.e. in this case 64× 64. Using RCIP gives a solution q only on the original,
coarse discretisation. This solution is however the same as that obtained on
the fine discretisation in the naïve approach on the original N discretisation
points.

To demonstrate the accuracy of the solution an example of shear flow
in a periodic channel is considered in Figure 3.6 for a different number of
subdivisions nsub. The introduction of corners on the lower channel wall
pollutes the quality of the solution in the entire domain. With the use of
RCIP, the error is reduced everywhere. For nsub = 50 the solution has an
accuracy of 10−10 everywhere, with only a modest additional cost to the
solution of a 64 × 64 system. Using this method it is possible to simulate
the flow in channels with corners accurately.
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Figure 3.6: log10 of error of the computed shear flow in periodic channel
using nsub = 0, nsub = 10, nsub = 20 and nsub = 50. From Paper III, Figure
7.





4 The coupled problem

So far, the tools needed to accurately and efficiently compute the fluid veloc-
ity u anywhere in the domain by solving the Stokes equations (Chapter 3)
have been described (addressing the challenges 1-3 in Chapter 1). To evolve
the surfactant-covered droplets in time the convection-diffusion equation for
the surfactant concentration must be solved (challenge 5), and the two so-
lutions coupled. Moreover, both spatial and temporal discretisations are
needed. This chapter covers how to couple the solutions when solving over
time.

The system couples through the surface-tension coefficient, σ`, which
depends on the surfactant concentration, ρ`, as stated in (2.2.2). It changes
the normal-stress balance over the drop interfaces according to (2.1.3). Us-
ing the velocity u` obtained from Chapter 3, the coupled problem can be
formulated as

dx
dt = u`(x, ρ`),

Dρ`
Dt = −ρ` (∇s · u`) + 1

PeΓ
∇2
sρ`,

(4.0.1)

for all x ∈ Γ`, ` = 1, . . . , NΓ. For convenience, all variables are here restated:
u` is the velocity, ρ` is the surfactant concentration and PeΓ the Péclet
number. The subscript ` denotes quantity on the interface of droplet `. All
interfaces are parametrised by s in the positive direction. When evolving
a droplet discretisation in time, it is possible to use a modified velocity
ũ` in (4.0.1), as long as the normal component remains unchanged, i.e.
u` · n̂ = ũ` · n̂. This is discussed further in §4.2. The use of a modified
velocity will affect the material derivative D/Dt.
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4.1 Computing the surfactant concentration

In two dimensions, the convection-diffusion equation in (2.2.1) can be re-
duced to a problem in one dimension along the droplet interface with pe-
riodic boundary conditions. Since the surfactant concentration is smooth,
the problem is well suited to computation via a pseudospectral collocation
method [9] where the PDE is reduced to a system of ODEs for the Fourier
coefficients of ρ` for all droplets `. Using an explicit representation of the
droplet interfaces and a discretisation which is uniform in arc-length, the
coefficients are obtained efficiently with the use of FFTs. For each drop `,
the system of ODEs for the Fourier coefficients ρ̂`n take the form

dρ̂`n

dt = fE (ρ̂`n,u`,x`) + fI (ρ̂`n,x`) , (4.1.1)

for n ∈ [−MΓ
` /2,MΓ

` /2 − 1], where fE consists of all convection-related
terms and fI of all diffusion-related terms. The number of discretisation
points on the interface Γ` is denoted MΓ

` . As the convection terms in fE
are non-linear, zero-padding is needed to avoid aliasing. It is sufficient to
consider M̃Γ

` = 3MΓ
` /2 modes per droplet [9]. This method is applied in

Papers I, II and V.
The coupled system to evolve in time (4.0.1) is thus rewritten as,

dx
dt = u`(x, ρ`),

dρ̂`n

dt = fE (ρ̂`n,u`,x) + fI (ρ̂`n,x) ,
(4.1.2)

for all x ∈ Γ`(t), ` = 1, . . . , NΓ and n ∈ [−M̃Γ
` /2, M̃Γ

` /2− 1].
The term containing the convection terms, fE , should be treated explic-

itly. However, it is beneficial to treat the diffusion in fI implicitly due to its
stiffness. Any time-discretisation scheme must be capable of handling both
implicit and explicit terms.

4.2 Spatial discretisation

As discussed in Chapter 3, to compute the velocity u` with a BIE it is
advantageous to discretise the interfaces with a panel-based Gauss-Legendre
quadrature. This facilitates simple handling of the corrections from the
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special quadrature for near-singular evaluations, as described in §3.3. In
order to use a spectral method to to compute the surfactant concentration,
as discussed in §4.1, the interfaces are discretised uniformly in terms of
arc-length.

On the droplets, both the uniform and the Gauss-Legendre discretisa-
tions will be used: one to compute u` accurately and one to compute ρ` and
evolve the droplets in time. The solid boundaries are only discretised using a
panel-based Gauss-Legendre quadrature, as they are stationary and without
surfactants. When introducing corners, care needs to be taken when placing
the panels such that all corners are at a panel edge.

Information needs to be mapped between the two discretisations. To go
from the Gauss-Legendre quadrature to an equidistant quadrature, panel-
based polynomial interpolation is used. In the opposite direction, a non-
uniform FFT is applied [18]. See Figure 4.1 for a schematic of this process.

nuFFT

Polynomial interp.

Figure 4.1: Schematic of hybrid method using two discretisations for the
drop interfaces, for the case 80 discretisation points (5 panels). Red markers
show panel divisions.

The equidistant discretisation has one additional benefit: When moving
explicitly represented interfaces in time, there is a risk that the discretisation
points start to cluster. Clustering occurs for, example, in extensional flows
when the discretisation points are dragged towards the tips of the droplets.
To avoid the constant remeshing that this would necessitate, the tangential
velocity is modified to always keep the points equidistant. This idea was
originally introduced in [29] for elasticity problems and in [44] for bubbles,
and is further discussed in Paper I.
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4.3 Selecting a time-stepping scheme

There are a multitude of time-stepping schemes and approaches available
and the suitability is highly problem specific. In this work, the time-stepping
scheme needs to be able to handle both the implicit and the explicit parts of
(4.1.2), but also be adaptive. Adaptivity is crucial for an efficient method
as it adjusts the time-step size dynamically depending on the demands of
the problem. By setting a tolerance, it is ensured that only the required
amount work is performed. For this work, it is important that any chosen
scheme minimises the number of boundary integral evaluations needed, as
this is the most computationally expensive part of the algorithm.

In Paper V, different time-stepping schemes such as implicit-explicit
Runge-Kutta schemes [2] and spectral deferred correction methods [14] are
considered. Strang splitting, as in [33], was also studied. These investi-
gations were performed for both 2D and 3D simulations. For the specific
problem of surfactant-covered droplets evolving in time, an adaptive Runge-
Kutta scheme is highly advantageous. In Paper V a second order method is
chosen. Higher order methods are also available [32]; a fourth order method
is utilised for Paper II and Paper III.

4.4 Schematic of the solution procedure

This section describes the steps necessary to evolve the solution from a time t
to a time t+cdt, for some constant c and time-step size dt. This corresponds
to one stage of a Runge-Kutta scheme, such as described above. The steps
needed are:

1. For all droplets, the uniform discretisation of the droplet interfaces at
time t is transformed to the panel-based Gauss-Legendre discretisation
through a non-uniform FFT.

2. By solving the integral equations (3.1.7) and (3.1.8), the velocity u`
at time t is computed on all droplet interfaces, Γ` for ` = 1, . . . , NΓ.
For efficient computations, the FMM is used for free-space problems
and for periodic problems, the spectral Ewald method (see Chapter 5)
is utilised. The solution u` is accurate everywhere due to the use of
specialised quadrature, as described in §3.3.

3. The obtained velocity u` is interpolated back to the uniform grid.
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4. The tangential part of the velocity is then modified to keep the dis-
cretisation points equidistant at the new time t + cdt. The modified
velocity is denoted ũ`. This adds a term to the material derivative in
(4.0.1).

5. The explicit part of the ODE for the surfactant concentration is eval-
uated at time t for all Fourier coefficients ρ̂n` for all droplets `.

6. The new droplet positions and the new surfactant concentrations at
time t+ cdt are computed through the time-stepping scheme specified
in §4.3.

7. The surface-tension coefficient at time t+cdt is computed using (2.2.2).

Additional to the above steps, it is beneficial to adaptively refine/coarsen
the discretisation to keep the uniform spacing approximately constant in
time. This can be done efficiently using FFTs. Furthermore, a filtering step
is employed between time steps where a Krasny filter [41] is applied. The
Krasny filter is a spectral filter that prevents growth of round-off errors.

4.5 Validation of the numerical solution

The ability to validate results is important to create confidence in a nu-
merical method. Results from physical experiments provide one type of
validation. However, it is unlikely that the experimental data has sufficient
fidelity to enable validation to the order of numerical errors of interest in
this work. Small deformation analysis is another option, but it is (as the
name suggests) only applicable in the limit of small deformation.

Another option is to use analytical formulas to validate special cases.
One such special case is the deformation of a single droplet deforming in
an extensional flow, which for some flow conditions have a unique steady
state [68]. A droplet is said to have reached steady state when u · n̂ = 0.
In [68], the analytical solution for the steady state was formulated using
the assumption of zero diffusion on the interface, i.e. PeΓ = ∞. The time-
dependent problem of a pair of clean bubbles deforming in an extensional
flow was studied by [11]. In Paper I, the semi-analytical solution method of
[11] is extended to include insoluble surfactants.

The main idea behind this work is to use a conformal mapping to describe
the fluid domain and bubble interfaces. The conformal map z(ζ, t) takes the
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z-planeζ-plane

Figure 4.2: Schematic of the conformal mapping between the ζ-plane and
physical space z.

unit disc in the ζ-plane to the fluid region of the z-plane,

z(ζ, t) = b(t)
ζ −

√
φ(t)

+
∞∑

n=−∞
an(t)ζn.

A schematic of the relation between the physical space and the ζ-space is
shown in Figure 4.2.

The time evolution of the interface points z can be seen as the evolu-
tion of the conformal mapping parameters b(t), φ(t) and an(t). Using this
framework, the surfactant concentration also needs to be described on the
discretisation points z(ζ, t). For each time, t, the flowfield can be expanded
with Laurent series and computed using the conformal mapping parameters.

In Paper I, algorithms for these validation cases are presented and the
numerical method is validated to time-stepping accuracy. As an example,
the case of two bubbles in an extensional flow as portrayed in Figure 4.3 is
validated. The results are validated up to the time-stepping accuracies of
10−6 and 10−8 with 15 and 25 Gauss-Legendre panels respectively. Initially,
both bubbles have radius one. The closest dimensionless distance between
them is 0.04.

The availability of analytical and semi-analytical solutions is limited to
certain cases. To further validate the method, convergence studies are per-
formed. Moreover, the robustness of the method is demonstrated through
challenging examples, one of which is depicted in Figure 4.4. In this exam-
ple, 23 droplets deform under surface tension, with the largest drop being
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Figure 4.3: Pair of deforming bubbles in an extensional flow for times t = 0
to t = 1.5 with dt = 0.3 intervals. From Paper 1, Figure 11.

covered by insoluble surfactants. The minimum nondimensional distance
between the droplets is approximately 10−4.

Figure 4.4: Snapshot of 23 deforming droplets. The largest, spiral-formed
droplet is covered with insoluble surfactants. Example from Paper 1, Figure
20.
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4.6 Periodic extension

To simulate a periodic problem, periodic boundary conditions in both spatial
directions are considered. For the case of channel flow which is periodic in
the x direction, one can still embed the channel in a two-dimensional periodic
box [83].

When imposing periodic boundary conditions, the double-layer and single-
layer potentials in (3.1.3) and (3.1.4) are modified to include infinite sums of
source images. Defining the reference cell to have size L×L, the double-layer
potential (3.1.3) becomes

DPΛ [g](x) =
∑

p∈Z2

∫
Λ

g · T (x− y− pL) · n̂ dSy . (4.6.1)

Similarly, the single-layer potential (3.1.4) becomes

SPΛ [g](x) =
∑

p∈Z2

∫
Λ

g(y) ·G(x− y− pL) dSy . (4.6.2)

In Paper II and III the periodic case is considered using the periodic
double-layer and single-layer potentials as defined above. In 2D, periodic
problems have also been studied for the Stokes equations in static geometries
by Barnett et al. [4] and for problems with vesicles in [49]. They imposed
periodicity through extra linear conditions allowing for a fast direct solver
to be applied and the computations accelerated using an FMM.

Another approach to handle periodicity is the so-called Ewald summa-
tion, which splits the infinite sums that arise from (4.6.1) and (4.6.2) into two
parts: one with terms that decay rapidly for all nearby interactions, and one
for the distant interactions. The close interactions can be computed through
a rapidly converging sum in real space, and the distant interactions can be
computed in Fourier space where computations can be accelerated by the
use of FFTs. What remains is to compute the new sums efficiently.

In 3D, periodicity for blood cell flows was considered by [83] using the
smooth particle-mesh Ewald method (SPME) [65]. SPME computes the
Fourier-space sum by interpolating to a uniform grid using polynomials.
For higher accuracies, the efficiency of SPME methods suffer from needing
large uniform grids [47]. In this thesis, the spectral Ewald method is used
to compute the new sums efficiently. This method uses Gaussian window
functions to interpolate to the uniform grid and shows spectral accuracy
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[47]. It has been used to simulate Stokes flow in 3D in [34, 46]. Paper II
introduces the spectral Ewald method for two-dimensional Stokes flow. The
spectral Ewald method and the required decompositions of the infinite sums
are discussed further in Chapter 5.





5 The spectral Ewald method

This chapter introduces the spectral Ewald method in two dimensions. To
this end, an Ewald decomposition is demonstrated, fast summation tech-
niques are introduced and error estimates derived to facilitate parameter
selection.

The aim of the spectral Ewald method is to compute discrete sums in
O(N logN) computational time for N sources and targets, instead of the
O(N2) of a direct summation approach. Such sums typically arise in the dis-
cretisation of boundary integral methods, such as (3.1.4) and (3.1.3), which
gives a dense system matrix A. To compute a solution, a large number of
matrix-vector multiplications need to be computed efficiently. The approach
of an Ewald decomposition originates from Ewald [15] and has been used by
several [5, 13, 40, 50].

In 2D, van De Vorst [79] considered viscous sintering in a periodic setting
and derived Ewald decompositions for both the Stokeslet and the stresslet.
In Paper II, a symmetric decomposition for the stresslet is derived, similar
to that in 3D by Marin [48].

In this work, discrete sums with Stokeslets and stresslets are considered
for solving the Stokes equations, as discussed in Chapter 3. The fast compu-
tations of such sums addresses “challenge 4”. When solving other equations,
the discrete sums will contain other kernels. For example, for the modified
Helmholtz equation efficient computation of sums containing the modified
Bessel functions of the second kind of zeroth and first degree (K0(r) and
K1(r)) is needed. The modified Helmholtz equation arises when solving the
heat equation [16], but also when solving the convection-diffusion equation
for soluble surfactants in the bulk fluid (2.2.3). Tools to efficiently com-
pute K0(r) and K1(r) are thus needed for the outlook of this thesis and the
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resolve of “challenge 6”.
The spectral Ewald method has previously been presented for several

different cases: for the 3D Laplace problem in [67] (periodic in 3, 2 and 1
directions as well as non-periodic), for the Stokes equations in 3D for the
fully periodic (3 directions) case [34, 46] and the non-periodic (free-space)
case [37]. This thesis contains the spectral Ewald method for the periodic
case in two dimensions for the Stokes equations, as discussed in Paper II.

Ewald summation and the spectral Ewald method are not limited to the
Laplace and Stokes equations. In Paper IV, the Ewald decomposition is
derived for the modified Bessel functions for the second kind of the zeroth
and first degree. The decompositions and the spectral Ewald method is
presented for both periodic and free-space cases.

5.1 Ewald decomposition

The Ewald decompositions of the Stokeslet and the stresslet are presented
in full in Paper II. Decompositions of the modified Bessel functions of the
second kind and zeroth and first degrees are presented in Paper IV. Here,
the Ewald decomposition of the simpler harmonic Green’s function,

L(|r|) = − 1
2π log(|r|),

is presented as an example for the periodic case. This Green’s function is the
fundamental solution to −∆L(|r|) = δ(|r|). The sum to compute is defined
as

uL(x) =
∗∑

p∈Z2

N∑
n=1
L(|x− xn − pL|)f(xn), (5.1.1)

for some function f(x) at the source points. It can originate from the integral
approximations in (3.2.3), for example. The asterisk denotes the exclusion
of the term x − xn − pL = 0. The reference cell is considered to have size
L× L. The aim is to find a split of L into LR and L̂F such that

uL(x) =
∗∑

p∈Z2

N∑
n=1
LR(|x− xn − pL|, ξ)f(xn)

+ 1
L2

∑
k 6=0
L̂F (|k|, ξ)

N∑
n=1

f(xn)e−ik·(x−xn) + uself
L (x).
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Here, k = (k1, k2) where kj = 2π
L kj for kj ∈ Z, j = 1, 2. These sums are

called the real-space sum and the k-space sum respectively. The splitting
parameter, ξ, governs the size of the contribution of each sum. The last
term, uself

L is only included if x = xn for some n = 1, . . . , N , and is defined
as

uself
L (x) = lim

|r|→0

(
LR(|r|), ξ)− L(|r|)

)
f(x).

To demonstrate the split of L into LR and LF , the Green’s function L is
shown in Figure 5.1 (left) together with the split (right). It is clear that LR
is of short range whilst LF is smooth and long-ranging.

r r

L(r)

=⇒
LR

LF
0

Figure 5.1: Decomposition of L. Left: L(r), right: LR(r, ξ) (solid line) and
LF (r, ξ) (dashed line) for one specific choice of splitting parameter ξ.

The sum in (5.1.1) can be seen as the solution to the problem

−∆uL(x) =
∑

p∈Z2

N∑
n=1

f(xn)δ(x− xn − pL) :=
N∑
n=1

ψn(x),

where δ is the Dirac delta function. Introducing a screening function γ(x, ξ)
the source terms can be split, i.e.

ψn(x) = ψn(x)− ψn ∗ γ(x, ξ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:ψRn

+ψn ∗ γ(x, ξ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:ψFn

.

The choice of screening function depends on the decay rate of the original
problem. Here, the Hasimoto screening function [24] is used,

γ(r, ξ) = ξ2

π
(2− ξ2|r|2)e−ξ2|r|2 ↔ γ̂(k, ξ) =

(
1 + k2

4ξ2

)
e−k

2/4ξ2
.
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Other possible screening functions are those by Ewald [15] and Beenakker [5].
When considering Laplace’s equation, it is sufficient to consider the Ewald
screening function. However, the Hasimoto screening function is chosen here
as it is needed to screen the Stokeslet and stresslet.

The split can then be obtained by solving

−∆uR,nL (x) = ψRn (x) and −∆uF,nL (x) = ψFn (x)

with uL =
∑N
n=1 u

R,n
L + uF,nL .

Using the fundamental solution L to compute uRL gives

uR,nL =− 1
2π

∫
R2

f(xn) log(|y− x|)
∑

p∈Z2

(δ(yp,n)− γ(yp,n, ξ)) dy

=
∑

p∈Z2

f(xn)LR(|x− xn + pL|, ξ),

for x 6= xn and with the notation yp,n := y− xn − pL.
The other part, uF,nL , is regarded in Fourier space, where

uF,nL (x) =
∑

k
ûF,nL (k)eik·x ⇒ −∆uF,nL =

∑
k
k2ûF,nL f(xn)eik·x,

with k = |k|. Equating this expression to

ψFn (x) = f(xn)
L2

∑
k
γ̂(k, ξ)eik·(x−xn),

and using orthogonality gives

uF,nL = f(xn)
L2

∑
k

γ̂(k, ξ)
k2 eik·(x−xn),

with L̂F (k, ξ) := γ̂(k,ξ)
k2 .

This split is constructed such that the terms in the real-space sum decays
rapidly in real space, and the terms in the k-space sum decays rapidly in
Fourier space. To obtain the k-space part is simple as it can be computed
as the product in Fourier space, and it becomes

L̂F (k, ξ) = 1
k2

(
1 + k2

4ξ2

)
e−k

2/4ξ2
.
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The real-space part, LR(r, ξ), is somewhat more involved to compute, but
it can be handled using techniques described in Paper II and computed as

LR(r, ξ) = 1
4π
(
−e−ξ2r2 + E1(ξ2r2)

)
,

where E1(x) denotes the exponential integral. It is clear that the real-space
part decays as e−ξ2r2 , whilst the k-space parts decays as e−k2/4ξ2 in Fourier
space.

Ewald decompositions are obtained for several different functions. In
Paper IV, it is computed for the modified Bessel function of the second kind
and zeroth degree and first degree. Additionally, in Paper II it is computed
for both L, the biharmonic Green’s function, the Stokeslet and the stresslet.

5.2 Fast summation

Using the split derived in §5.1, an infinite sum is split into two rapidly
converging infinite sums. The splitting parameter ξ governs how work is
divided between the two sums. To compute them, they need to be truncated:
a cut-off radius rc is chosen such that only including points where |x−xn−
pL| < rc in the real-space sum yields an error smaller than a set tolerance.
Similarly, the k-space sum is truncated at a k∞ to include only values of
k = (k1, k2) such that |kj | ≤ k∞ for j = 1, 2. Both cut-off parameters will
be depend on the splitting parameter ξ. To select these cut-off parameters
appropriately without introducing errors larger than a desired tolerance,
truncation-error estimates are derived. These are briefly described in §5.3
and discussed in further detail in Paper II and IV.

Evaluating the truncated sums for N source and target points has com-
plexity O(N2). As problem sizes grow and more unknowns are introduced,
this quickly makes the computations costly. As a remedy, the spectral Ewald
method is used which reduces the complexity to O(N logN). This method
is described for 2D in Paper IV for both periodic and free-space problems.
Here an overview for the periodic case is given. Both the real-space sum
and the k-space sum are computed.

Real space sum

The real-space sum is computed in O(N) time. This is made possible by
keeping the number of terms considered in the real-space sum constant, i.e.
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by changing the truncation radius rc as N grows. In practice, to keep the
errors at a set tolerance means that ξ is changed as rc changes, shifting
work into the k-space sum. To compute the sum a near-neighbour list is
constructed, which consists of all points (xs−pL) such that |xt−xs−pL| <
rc. To create such a list is O(N) in cost.

k-space sum

To compute the k-space sum, it is beneficial to make use of FFTs. To this
end, the function values at the source points f(xn) need to be spread to a
uniform grid. This is the so-called spreading step of the algorithm and it
is achieved by introducing a window function, W (x, ξ, α), where α > 0 is
a scaling parameter. The Fourier coefficients of W are denoted Ŵk. The
k-space sum can be written on the form

uFL(xt) = 1
L2

∑
k 6=0
L̂F (k, ξ)e−ik·x 1

Ŵ 2
k

N∑
n=1

Ŵ 2
k f(xn)eik·xn ,

for all target points x. Denoting

Ĥ(k) =
N∑
n=1

Ŵkf(xn)e−ik·xn ,

gives

uFL(x) = 1
L2

∑
k 6=0
L̂F (k, ξ)e−ik·x Ŵk

Ŵ 2
k

Ĥ(−k).

The product in Fourier space in Ĥ can be seen as a convolution in real space
and written

H(x) =
N∑
n=1

f(xn)W (x− xn, ξ, α). (5.2.1)

By computing H(x) for xU on a uniform grid with M2 = 4k2
∞ points, the

function values of f on the source points have been spread to a uniform grid.
A 2D FFT can then be applied to obtain Ĥ(k).

Once Ĥ has been obtained, it is scaled by computing

̂̃H(k) = L̂F (−k, ξ)Ĥ(k)
Ŵ 2
k

.
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The k-space sum can then be written

uFL(x) = 1
L2

∑
k 6=0

̂̃H(−k)Ŵke
−ik·x,

for all target points x. This is the result of a convolution, where

uFL(x) =
∫

L×L

H̃(y)W (x− y)∗ dy . (5.2.2)

The asterisk denotes that periodicity is implied in both directions. Obtain-
ing H̃(xU ) on the uniform grid by a 2D IFFT, the final integral is computed
for all non-uniform target points x with the trapezoidal rule which is spec-
trally accurate since the integrand is smooth and periodic. In summary,
assuming a window function with support in p points, and N source and
target points, the computation of uFL is summarised by the following steps:

• Compute H(xU ) in (5.2.1) at cost O(p2N).

• Compute Ĥ(k) using a 2D FFT at cost O(M2 logM).

• Compute ̂̃H(k), ∀k at O(M2) cost.

• Compute H̃(xU ) using a 2D IFFT at cost O(M2 logM).

• Compute the integral in (5.2.2) at cost O(p2N).

The window function used in this work is the truncated Gaussian, where

W (x, ξ, α) = w1(x, ξ, α)w1(y, ξ, α),

for

w1(x, ξ, α) =
{
e−α|x|

2/ω2
, |x| ≤ ω = ph

2 ,

0, otherwise,

where h is the grid size of the uniform grid. Fast Gaussian Gridding [18]
can be used to further reduce the cost of the spreading and integral approx-
imation steps.
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Parameter selection of the spectral Ewald method

To keep the number of near neighbours constant, the cut-off radius rc is
set. Using the truncation estimates in §5.3, the splitting parameter ξ and
k∞ are chosen to comply with a set error tolerance. The support of the
window function, p, is chosen large enough to keep approximation errors
low, with α balancing the errors from both truncation and approximation.
The parameter selection is further discussed in Paper II and Paper IV.

5.3 Truncation-error estimates

The errors of truncating the real-space and k-space sums are estimated to
facilitate the parameter selection of the spectral Ewald method. Estimates
are derived in Paper II for the Stokeslet and the stresslet in the periodic case.
Similar estimates are derived in Paper IV for the modified Bessel functions
of the second kind of zeroth and first degree, for both the periodic and the
free-space case.

The root mean square (RMS) truncation error is defined as

δu =

√√√√ 1
N

N∑
n=1

u(xn)− ũ(xn),

where ũ is the truncated solution. The error estimates in this work are
inspired by the work in [37, 40].

Real space sum

For the real-space sum, the RMS error can be approximated as

(δuRL)2 ≈ 1
L2

N∑
n=1

f(xn)2
∫

r>rc

(
LR(r, ξ)

)2
dr .

For the Stokeslet, the real space estimate reads

δuR ≈
√

πQ

4L2ξ2 e
−ξ2r2

c ,

where Q :=
∑N
n=1

∑2
j=1 f

2
j (xn) for N target points xn. The derivation of

δuR for both the Stokeslet and the stresslet are found in Paper II, and for
K0(r) and K1(r) in Paper IV.
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k-space sum

As stated in [40], for a measure of pointwise errors defined as

E(x) =
N∑
n=1

qn
(
f(x− xn)− f̃(x− xn)

)
,

the RMS error can be approximated as

(δE)2 ≈ 1
|Ṽ |

N∑
n=1

q2
n

∫
Ṽ

(
f(r)− f̃(r)

)2
dr,

where Ṽ is a disc enclosing all point-to-point vectors xj − x`.
For the k-space sum, this can be seen as computing

(δuFL)2 ≈
N∑
n=1

f(xn)2 1
|Ṽ |

∫
Ṽ

|eL(r)|2 dr,

where e(r) is approximated as

eL(r) ≈ 1
L2

∫
|k|>k∞

L̂F (k, ξ)eik·r dk .

For the Stokeslet, the truncation error for the k-space sum takes the form

δuF ≈
√

4Q
πL5k∞

e−k
2
∞/4ξ2

,

with Q as defined previously. This and the stresslet estimate is derived in
Paper II and Paper IV contains the estimates for K0(r) and K1(r).





6 Conclusions and outlook

The numerical tools needed to simulate deforming droplets in two-dimensional
Stokes flow accurately and efficiently have been presented. In Chapter 1,
several challenges facing these kinds of problems were stated. This work has
systematically addressed these challenges.

The use of a boundary integral method naturally tracks solid bound-
aries and deforming droplet interfaces (challenge 1). By using a panel-based
quadrature scheme and specialised treatment for close point-panel interac-
tions, the accuracy of the solution is universally maintained - also for closely
interacting droplets (challenge 2). The inclusion of solids with corners is
made possible through recursive, compressed upsampling algorithms that
avoid the costs typically associated with such an approach (challenge 3).

The presence of surfactants is included as an important means of con-
trolling the droplet deformation. A spectral method facilitates the fast and
accurate computation of the concentration of surfactants on the droplet in-
terfaces (challenge 5).

The coupling of the Stokes equations and the surfactant convection-
diffusion equations is key to simulating droplets that evolve in time. For this
a robust, adaptive scheme is presented which can handle the demands of both
equations. An extensive validation exercise is undertaken to demonstrate the
accuracy of the numerical method using conformal mapping theory.

To efficiently compute the solution of the Stokes equations (challenge 4),
the spectral Ewald method is employed. To this end, the required Ewald
decompositions are derived; together with truncation-error estimates.

A desirable future development is the inclusion of soluble surfactants
(challenge 6). With this aim, additional Ewald decompositions and esti-
mates have been derived.
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